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Abstract

Named-Data Networking (NDN) routing schemes present scalability concerns. The required number of routes to store and control
messages to exchange increase with the huge amount of named-data and the non-aggregated prefixes. Multiple copies of content in
different locations and content mobility worsen the scalability challenge. We propose a specific Controller-based Routing Scheme,
named CRoS that runs on top of NDN and, thus, preserves all NDN features using the same interest and data packets. We define
specific names and procedures for routers and controller efficient communication over NDN. CRoS adds router actions and avoids
control message overhead by coding signaling information on content names. Our scheme natively separates data identity and
localization and, therefore, enables data mobility. Additionally, our scheme avoids the replications of routing information from
controller to routers because they request the routes on-demand. Our proposal also requires low router memory size because it
stores only the routes for simultaneously consumed prefixes. Furthermore, the scheme automates router provisioning and efficiently
installs a new route on all routers in a path with a single route request to controller. The simulation results show that the efficiency
of the proposed scheme is robust when the consumer-interest rate increases with additional throughput of more links. The scheme
efficiency is close to optimum when routers operate with enough memory to support the amount of routes for the simultaneous
consumed prefixes.
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1. Introduction

The concepts introduced by Named-Data Networking
(NDN) [1] drastically change networking principles because
NDN focus the content delivery instead of host-to-host com-
munication. Unlike current host-to-host based network, NDN
proposes a new network layer that focuses on content. In this
layer, unique network-visible names identify content. The net-
work forwards two types of packets, the interest and data pack-
ets. The interest packet expresses consumers will for content
and leaves information on each hop to reach the consumer back.
Hence, for each interest packet, the network replies with a data
packet containing the desired content. The NDN ensures effi-
cient communication, load balance, energy efficiency, and flow
control through popular content storage and data packet replies
from any content cache copy [1, 2]. NDN is incrementally de-
ployable because NDN packets can be transported over Inter-
net Protocol (IP) or can replace IP. More importantly, interest
and data packets one-to-one correspondence avoids link con-
gestion due to Distributed Deny of Service (DDoS) attacks.
Furthermore, unlike IP Multicast, NDN flow control is receiver-
oriented and adapts to the link capacity of each individual con-
sumer.

Named-data identify content directly and, then, NDN must
learn how to route interest packets based on content names.
Therefore, NDN routing schemes announce named-data pre-
fixes and diffuse their associated data location. However, NDN

routing schemes based on Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)
and Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) inherit IP characteristics
due to their focus on prefix dissemination and routing. These
schemes suffer with the amount of named-data prefixes that is
intrinsically higher than for IP prefixes. In addition, multiple
copies of content in different locations, content mobility and
multihoming introduce non-aggregated prefixes that increase
the number of routes. In these scenarios, the routing schemes
should store more routes and exchange more control messages
to announce all the addressable content, which results in high
control overhead and possible risk of Forwarding Information
Base (FIB) explosion [3].

In this paper, we propose the Controller-based Routing
Scheme (CRoS) that runs on top of the NDN and, then, routers
forward only NDN interest/data packets. Consequently, it pre-
serves NDN features such as congestion control, network fail-
ure detection, and path diversity. Like OpenFlow-based solu-
tions for Information Centric Network (ICN), CRoS consol-
idates the control plane on the controller, which is responsi-
ble for the named-data location storage and routing, but em-
ploys only NDN packets for router-controller communication.
Therefore, CRoS avoids IP restrictions on host mobility and
multhoming. The controller acquires the network topology in a
bootstrap phase and calculates routes to all routers1. Then, the

1In this paper, the word router refers to a content router, and there is no
distinction between Named-Data Networking and Content-Centric Networking.
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router-to-controller routes are installed in all routers. After the
bootstrap phase, the routers register the named-data location on
the controller and, on its turn, the controller stores all named-
data locations and calculates routes to every valid named-data.
Hence, a router requests the controller for a new route to any
unknown prefix.

Our controller-base scheme separates data identity and lo-
calization, and, thus, it enables data mobility. Unlike origi-
nal NDN routing schemes, CRoS reaches the closest registered
content copy without incurring FIB size explosion neither sup-
posing prefix aggregation. CRoS routers forward interest based
on content names and the controller evaluates routes based on
content location in network topology. The route evaluation is
in opposition to other location resolution approaches, like Do-
main Name System (DNS), that are topology unaware. Fur-
thermore, CRoS automatically discovers/configures routers and
controller and, thus, it avoids manual provisioning. In addition,
this automation introduces low control overhead because it re-
stricts the interest flooding to specific name prefixes employed
for routers and controller auto discovery.

CRoS reduces the router-controller communication overhead
to fewer messages. Our scheme adds router actions and avoids
control message overhead by coding signaling information on
content names Additionally, CRoS installs a new route on all
routers in a path to content with a single route request to con-
troller. The route requester router directly instructs the new
route to routers in the path to content and avoids new requests
to controller. Furthermore, CRoS avoids the constant repli-
cation of routing information from controller plane to routers
data plane. The CRoS router updates the forwarding plane
by requesting new routes to controller upon no-response time-
expiration of interests and, thus, the scheme reduces the over-
head of communication between routers and controller from
the large number of available prefixes to the fraction of con-
sumer momently-requested prefixes. Moreover, CRoS reduces
the router FIB memory requirement by storing only active con-
sumed prefixes instead of all published prefixes and by replac-
ing the oldest added routing rules with new ones.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2,
we describe the main related work. We present the proposed
routing scheme and its properties considering a single adminis-
trative domain in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss the conver-
gence delay and the data delivery efficiency performance met-
rics, we present the simulation environment and the set of simu-
lation results that jointly evaluates the scheme performance and
demonstrates the scheme properties. Finally, we conclude and
present future work in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Bari et al. analyze, compare, and contrast the naming and
routing mechanisms proposed by the most prominent Informa-
tion Centric Network (ICN) research projects [4]. Algren et
al. compare and discuss design choices and features of pro-
posed ICN architectures, focusing on the following main com-
ponents: named-data objects, naming and security, Application
Programming Interface, routing and transport functions, and

caching [5]. Xylomenos et al. identify the core functional-
ities of ICN architectures, describe the key ICN proposals in
a tutorial manner, highlighting the similarities and differences
among them with respect to those core functionalities, iden-
tify the key weaknesses of ICN proposals and outline the main
unresolved research challenges in this area of networking re-
search [6]. We argue that our proposed routing scheme reduces
the storage and control messages pointed in the three preceding
papers as a scalability challenge related to the vast size of the
content naming space.

A number of schemes address content network, but pro-
pose a publisher-subscriber architecture [7, 8, 9]. We consider
publish-subscribe approach is vulnerable to denial of service
attacks because it does not preserve the packet flow balance
provided by on demand approach. Carzaniga et al. compare
NDN on-demand content retrieval to subscription approaches.
They argue that both on-demand and subscription approaches
should be supported and available in order to reduce states at
routers. They propose a hybrid solution that selectively reduces
the packet flow state at routers [9].

Jacobson et al. proposed the Content-Centric Networking
(CCN) and introduced the interest-data packet pair model [10,
11]. This proposal resulted in a project that aims at build-
ing a new network architecture, the Named-Data Networking
(NDN) [1]. The NDN model allows fast detection of network
failures and forwards packets to alternative paths according to a
strategy layer [12, 13]. However, current NDN routing schemes
construct named-data forwarding rules based on conventional
routing protocols such as Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) and
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). Therefore, an NDN router an-
nounces name prefixes and it floods non-aggregated updates to
all network nodes, imposing serious scalability limitations on
the supported number of distinct prefixes and their mobility.

Baid et al. propose a two level indirection scheme that maps
named-data prefixes to a reduced set of flat identifiers and, then,
these identifiers into network addresses. This scheme employs
a distributed hash tables (DHT) system to provide this indi-
rection [14]. Analogously, Afanasyev et al. propose a Do-
main Name System (DNS) to map and encapsulate data names
in a reduced set of network names [15]. Both of these pro-
posals reduce FIB memory requirements and the message ex-
change. Our proposal preserves the interest forwarding based
on original content names and, thus, it increments the aggre-
gation/caching opportunities and adapts the forwarding plane
to data mobility. Additionally, it stores locally on routers only
the routes to the number of simultaneous consumed data-names
that is orders of magnitude lower than the number of available
data-names.

A number of schemes propose Software Defined Network
(SDN) technology to consolidate routing information on a cen-
tralized controller [16, 17, 18]. Fernandes et al. observe
controller-based solutions alleviate general packet forwarding
nodes from control message processing and fit well for next
generation networks [19]. Rothenberg et al. argue the con-
troller single point of failure is in general redundant and each
controller takes charge for a limited subset of nodes overcom-
ing the centralized criticism [20]. Shi et al. propose a data syn-
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Figure 1: The state transition diagram showing router interaction with the con-
troller.

chronization scheme for NDN that can replicate the controller
information [21] and provide redundancy. Salsamo et al. pro-
pose the OpenFlow-based architecture for the SDN technology
applied to ICN [22], however the OpenFlow approach brings
the known IP restrictions, for example, host mobility and mul-
tihoming [23].

We propose the Controller-based Routing Scheme (CRoS)
that follows the Software Defined Networks (SDN) technol-
ogy and preserves the same interest and data packets defined
by Named-Data Networking (NDN). Thus, our proposal does
not require additional packets. Therefore, packet forwarding
follows default router processing through Content Store (CS),
Pending Interest Table (PIT), and Forwarding Information Base
(FIB) as detailed in [13]. Moreover, the software-defined net-
work approach overcomes the unnecessary control message
flooding and reduces the router FIB memory. Furthermore, the
on-demand route-request avoids the replications of routing in-
formation from controller to routers upon topology change or
content mobility. In addition, the routers and the controller
may sign the interests for security provenance and validity, as
in VoCCN [11]. Besides, our proposed scheme can be extended
with hierarchical distributed hash tables [24, 25] to further im-
prove scalability.

3. The Proposed Scheme

We propose the Controller-based Routing Scheme (CRoS)
that expands the default processing by adding router specific
actions based on specific data names. Our CRoS proposal cod-
ifies the signaling information on specific data names, avoiding
control message overhead. Therefore, CRoS sends the routing
information embedded in content names similarly to Jacobson
et al. strategy applied on SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) invite
messages for Voice over CCN (VoCCN) [11].

The proposed scheme autonomously finds a path from ev-
ery router to the controller. In other words, CRoS does not
require a preexisting direct physical or logical connection be-
tween routers and the controller. This important feature pre-
serves the original NDN stack and, unlike OpenFlow-based so-
lutions, removes IP dependencies for ICN routers and controller
communication. Hence, CRoS automates new routers provi-
sioning. We consider two network elements: one controller
and routers. The routers forward packets to destination, cache

Figure 2: The Interest/Data packet sequence for the scheme procedures: (1)
Routers Y and Z find Controller W. (2 and 3) Routers Y and Z inform each
other their presence. (4 and 5) Each router registers its neighbors in Controller
W. (6 and 7) Producer requests Router Z to register the named-data in controller
W. (8a and 9) Consumer requests the content and Router Y requests Controller
W a new route for the named-data. (10) Router Y requests Router Z to install a
new route to the named-data. (8b) Routers Y and Z forward further Consumer
interests directly to Producer.

content, and register the named-data location on behalf of pro-
ducers. Moreover, routers request to the controller paths for
unknown content names. The controller calculates routes and
stores named-data locations. Figure 1 shows the state transition
diagram for the router-controller interaction. A router starts at
S 1 state searching a controller and changes to state S 2, transi-
tion T1, whenever the router finds a controller. At S 2, when re-
quired, the router sends requests to the controller, transition T2,
changes to state S 3, and waits for the response. At S 3, when re-
quired, the router can send new requests to the controller with-
out changing its state. Whenever a router-controller request ex-
pires without response, transition T3, the router state changes to
S 1. At S 3, the router can move to S 2 when the controller an-
swer all pending requests, transition T4. In the sequence of the
paper, we detail the procedures of routers and the controller.

In this paper, we refer as named-data to any addressable and
reachable data such as file, services, or network elements. All
routers and controllers own a unique identification (ID), and,
then, they are also addressable in the network. We define five
specific data name prefixes reserved for the routing scheme:
/hello, /router, /controller, /controllerx, and /re-

gisterNamedData. An interest with the data name /hello

prefix followed by the router ID advertises the router presence
to its neighbors; an interest with the data name /router prefix
followed by the router ID addresses a specific router; an in-
terest with the data name /controller prefix addresses any
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Figure 3: The three procedures of CRoS Bootstrap phase: 1) Hello, in which
a router announces its presence to neighbors; 2) Controller Discovery, when
routers flood interests to discover the controller location; and 3) Router Regis-
tration, when routers send their neighborhood to the centralized controller that
assembles the information pieces and constructs the global network topology.

controller; an interest with the data name /controllerx pre-
fix followed by the controller ID addresses the controller; and,
finally, an interest with the data name /registerNamedData

prefix requests the registration of new named-data.
Routers start without any forwarding rule in FIB, except

the forwarding rules or procedures that the routers themselves
process such as: /hello, /hello/routerID, /controller,
and /registerNamedData. FIB entry /hello points to the
router internal application that processes neighbor keep-alive
messages. FIB entries /hello/routerID and /controller

point to all neighbor interfaces. The /registerNamedData

FIB entry points to the router internal application that processes
named-data registration requests from users.

We divide the scheme operation in two phases: the boot-
strap phase, which monitors the nodes and assures the knowl-
edge of the global network topology and the named-data rout-
ing phase, which guarantees the localization and access to the
requested content. This separation enables the independency of
data names and data locations on our scheme and, therefore, it
natively enables content mobility.

Based on the defined initial rules, the routers initiate the boot-
strap phase to enable the controller route computation on the
named-data routing phase. Figure 2 shows the procedures of
the two phases. The next sections describe all the procedures.

3.1. Bootstrap Phase

In the Bootstrap phase, routers find the controller to register
themselves, the controller acquires information to construct the
global topology, and the controller calculates all routes. After
this phase, the controller can install the routes, forwarding rules,
on routers because it knows all routes to any router in the net-
work. Figure 3 shows the three procedures of Bootstrap phase:
the Hello, the Controller Discovery, and Router Registration.
These are essential procedures for the network Bootstrap phase,
but CRoS router periodically runs the Hello procedure to mon-
itor the connectivity to neighbors, and register any connectiv-
ity change in the controller to maintain the routing information
updated. Next, we describe the procedures and algorithms to
discover routes.

Figure 4: SDL behavior diagram for routers execution of Hello procedure.

3.1.1. Hello
All routers send a Hello interest packet to inform their di-

rectly connected neighbors about their presence. Figure 3 item
1 shows a router sending Hello interests to its neighbors and
Figure 4 presents the behavior diagram in Specification and De-
scription Language (SDL). In Hello, routers diffuse periodic in-
terest packets with name /hello/routerID2 on all interfaces.
Every router that receives an interest packet with prefix /hello
replies with a data packet. The first reply cleans the respective
PIT entry, but the Hello data packet contains no routing relevant
content and the router discards subsequent data packets replies.

Routers install a FIB entry to prefix /router/routerID

via the incoming interface of the /hello/routerID interest.
Routers also store the received routerID in their local neighbor
list and routers periodically remove recently unheard routerIDs
from neighbor list. Therefore, each router keeps locally a re-
stricted view of the network topology.

3.1.2. Controller Discovery
Routers initially do not know where the controller is located

and, thus, routers asynchronously flood, on all interfaces, in-
terest packets with name /controller to discover routes to
the controller. When a router receives the /controller pre-
fix interest packet, it adds to its PIT and forwards the interest
packet to all interfaces, except the incoming interface. When
the controller receives the interest, it replies with a data packet
containing its ID. The router that receives the data packet stores
it in its CS and the router forwards the data packet to the down-
stream path. Figure 3 item 2 illustrates the flooding of con-
troller discovery interests. The router also installs a FIB entry

2We omit the sequence numbers in content names for simplicity,
/hello/routerID/sequence1 for example, but different sequence numbers
refer to different contents avoiding responses from local cache.
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Figure 5: SDL behavior diagram for routers execution of Controller Discovery
procedure.

to prefix /controllerx/controllerID via the data-packet
incoming interface and stores the controller ID in a controllers
table. All routers receive the data packet because they sent
or forwarded the interest packet and, thus, all routers know a
path to the controller. Routers cache the data packet to reply
subsequent interest. Caching controller data reduces the inter-
est flooding through local responses. Additionally, each router
restarts the Controller Discovery only upon time expiration of
no response interests to controller. Figure 5 presents the SDL
behavior diagram for the Controller Discovery procedure exe-
cuted by routers. It is worth to note that Hello and Controller
Discovery procedures start simultaneously.

3.1.3. Router Registration
When the router finds the controller, the router registers itself

in the controller, as depicted in Figure 3 item 3. The router
sends an interest packet with name /controllerx/control-
lerID/registerRouter/routerID/neighbor1/.../-

neighborN, where controllerID is the known controller ID,
registerRouter indicates the request for registration of the
routerID, and the sequence of identifiers neighbor1/.../-
neighborN is the router neighbor list. When the controller
receives this interest packet, the controller creates or updates
a router entry in its internal routers table adding the router
neighbor list. Additionally, the controller replies the interest
with an acknowledgement data packet with no routing relevant
content.

Whenever a router detects a topology change, this router
restarts a new Router Registration procedure in order to guaran-
tee an updated global topology at the controller. Nevertheless,
whenever a router does not receive a response for the registra-
tion request, the router restarts the Controller Discovery pro-
cedure. Figure 6 presents the SDL behavior diagram for the

Figure 6: SDL behavior diagram for routers execution of Router Registration
procedure.

Router Registration procedure executed by routers.

The Route Calculus Algorithm
After the Router Registration procedure, the controller

knows all routers in the network and their respective neighbors
list. Therefore, the controller constructs the network topology
and calculates the routes between any two routers. The con-
troller recalculates the routes whenever it perceives any topol-
ogy change. The controller can also calculate alternative routes
with higher costs to distribute the bulk traffic in the network
and improve overall performance [26]. This scheme may be ex-
tended to inform the controller about the bandwidth and latency
on each link and improve the path costs in route calculation, but
it is out of the scope of this paper.

3.2. Named-Data Routing Phase

Figure 7: The three procedures of CRoS Named-Data Routing phase: 1)
Named-Data Registration, when producers register new named-data in the con-
troller; 2) Route Request, when routers ask the controller for routes to unknown
prefixes; an 3) Route Installation, when routers install the requested route to the
producer.

After the Bootstrap phase, all routers can send messages to
the controller, the controller knows the global network topol-
ogy, and the controller has already calculated routes from one
router to the others. However, the controller does not know
the location of named-data. Therefore, producers must register
the named-data in the controller, and routers can install routes
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Figure 8: SDL behavior diagram for routers execution of Named-Data Regis-
tration procedure.

to named-data based on specific interest packets as depicted in
Figure 7.

3.2.1. Named-Data Registration
When the producer publishes a new unregistered named-data

or a new content copy location, it sends an interest packet
with name /registerNamedData/myprefix, where regis-

terNamedData indicates the myprefix registration intention.
When the connected router receives this packet, it adds a PIT
entry and also adds a FIB entry to myprefix via the incom-
ing interface. Following, instead of forwarding the interest
packet to one of its interfaces, the router generates a new
interest packet with name /controllerx/controllerID/-

registerNamedData/routerID/myprefix to indicate the
named-data location and sends it directly to the controller.
When the controller receives this interest it stores routerID

as the location of /myprefix in named-data location table. If
the controller already received a registration request from part
of that prefix at the same location, it can optionally aggregate
the prefixes in a single entry. The controller replies an acknowl-
edgment packet to the router, which replies an acknowledgment
packet to the producer. This procedure restricts to controller the
consolidation of data location/mobility and, thus, it reduces the
control message overhead. Figure 7 item 1 illustrates the mes-
sage flow and Figure 8 presents the SDL behavior diagram for
the Register Named-Data procedure executed by routers upon
producer request.

3.2.2. Route Request and Route Installation
When any node requires a named-data, it sends an inter-

est packet with name /wantedcontent. The first router
receives this packet and adds to its PIT. If the router FIB
contains no forwarding rule, the router should discover the
route. Then, the router generates a route-request interest with
name /controllerx/controllerID/routeFrom/source-

Figure 9: SDL behavior diagram for routers execution of Route Request proce-
dure.

RouterID/wantedcontent 3, where routeFrom/source-

RouterID indicates the source router of the Route Request in-
terest. The prefix for the wantedcontent is already regis-
tered and, therefore, the controller knows the route destination.
The controller searches the best calculated route from source to
destination and generates the route-reply data packet informing
the registered prefix for the content.

The route-reply data packet also contains the whole route
from the source router until the destination, which includes the
information to be part of the route-installation interest name to
be generated by the source router. The controller may also in-
clude alternative routes in the route-reply data packet.

When the source router receives the route-reply data packet,
the router searches the next hop information in the packet con-
tent. Next, the router adds a FIB entry to the /prefix via the
same interface it reaches the next hop router.

In the sequence, the source router creates a route-install
interest packet with name /router/hopID1/installRoute-
AndForward/hopID1/.../hopIDn/prefixSize/wanted-

content, where hopID1/.../hopIDn is the routers sequence
in the path to the prefix producer and, the prefixSize

indicates the size of content prefix registered by the producer.
The next hop router replies the interest packet and employs
the sequence to create the FIB entry to the /prefix. This

3The router requests the route only if it is the first hop, there is no pending
route request interest, and no pending route-install interest for the prefix of
the /wantedcontent name. The first hop checking assures that only access
routers do request routes. The pending interest checking avoids redundant route
request for the same prefix. If it is not the first hop router, the router replies back
an Interest Nack to indicate failure to find content [13]. We omitted the Nack
in the sequence diagram of Figure 2 for simplicity. We note that there is an
ongoing discussion about Nacks implementation [27] and we consider Nacks
are an improvement to our scheme that accelerates route update, but Nacks are
not an essential component and can be implemented as Interest or Data packets.
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Figure 10: SDL behavior diagram for routers execution of Route Installation
procedure.

procedure is repeated until the interest packet reaches the
destination router, which already contains a FIB entry to
/prefix and the route is fully installed. Each router in the path
adds a PIT entry to /wantedcontent and, the last hop router
sends an interest to /wantedcontent that is replied back
until the consumer. Therefore, one single interest installs the
new route and requests the content. Figure 7 item 3 illustrates
the Route Installation message flow. Figures 9 and 10 show
the SDL behavior diagram for the Route Request and Route
Installation procedures executed by routers.

Whenever a PIT entry lifetime expires, the router removes
the FIB entry employed for interest forwarding. The subse-
quent interest for the name prefix does not match any FIB en-
try and, then the router requests a new route to the controller
restarting the Route Installation procedure. The procedure reac-
tively updates the router data plane with the controller network
view, providing an efficient approach for routing coordination
between routers and controller. In special, if a route-install in-
terest expires without response, the source router removes the
next hop router from the neighbor list and, next, it updates the
controller before the next Hello procedure execution. There-
fore, the Route Installation procedure triggers the control plane
update for topology changes in paths to requested content, and,
thus it reduces the convergence delay irrespective the Hello in-
terest rate. Furthermore, this procedure updates invalid routes
on-demand upon data mobility and it avoids the proactive repli-
cations of routing information from controller to all routers.

4. CRoS Performance Evaluation

We have implemented our proposed scheme in the
ndnSIM [28] simulator in order to demonstrate its operation

and evaluate its performance. Figure 11 shows the block dia-
gram of the CRoS router and controller implementation. CRoS
controller and routers share the same structure, although their
different functions in the proposed scheme. CRoS router im-
plements a specific forwarding strategy and auxiliary applica-
tions to execute the scheme procedures that manipulate FIB and
PIT employing internal calls triggered by specific data names.
CRoS controller extends the NDN router with additional ap-
plications to implement the scheme procedures. CRoS router
applications consume the controller produced data on the re-
spective controller applications. To the best of our knowledge,
ndnSIM is the closest to reality tool for NDN simulation and
it offers a customizable forwarding strategy. Interest and data
packets flow from node to node, and from/to node to/from ap-
plication through faces. The strategy layer exposes customiz-
able decisions on packet forwarding events. CRoS forwarding
strategy redirects interests for unknown prefixes to the Route
Request procedure.

The evaluation considers that multiple collocated nodes ran
the CRoS controller function as a single entity and that these
nodes share a database that stores both the named-data location
and the routers adjacency information for a single domain. This
assumption does not invalidate the performance evaluation be-
cause it relies on data-center well-connected infrastructure to
host the nodes and, therefore, it eliminates processing power
and storage bottlenecks of a single node.

Figures 13 through 15, the first set of simulations, employs
a small topology, see Figure 12, to easy the scenario construc-
tion and to explicit the result analysis. The second set of sim-
ulations, see Figures 16 through 18, extends the evaluation to
other topologies. The simulation data employs 95% confidence
interval and omits the error bars for a clean visualization of the
curves.

The first set of simulations employs the specific topology
with three different paths from consumer to producer, shown
in Figure 12. The simulations evaluate the proposed scheme
operation after link failures and the consequent consumer-to-
producer and router-to-controller path recovery. Beyond the
self-discovery of controller and self-configuration of consumer-
to-producer path, the distance between consumer and producer
increases of one hop. The results confirm that CRoS self-
discovery and self-configuration properties hold at start up and
after topology changes.

CRoS assures that routers autonomously find the controller
and configure/update the controller control plane. This feature
avoids the manual configuration of nodes. Our proposal effi-
ciently attains autonomy by restricting network flooding to ini-
tially find the controller, and on router to controller request fail-
ures. Figure 13a presents the data delivery efficiency and Fig-
ure 13b presents the controller-received interest rate for Con-
troller Discovery (top graph) and for Router Registration (bot-
tom graph) procedures for the consumer interest rates: 10, 100,
and 1000 interests per second, using the topology in Figure 12.
B-C and F-C links fail at 1000 and 2000 seconds respectively,
Failure 1 and Failure 2, and each failure adds one hop to
the consumer to producer distance.

The simulation demonstrates the higher is the rate of con-
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Figure 11: CRoS customization of NDN router. CRoS defines a specific forwarding strategy that interacts with specific procedures to manipulate FIB and PIT
entries based on specific data names. CRoS controller employs additional procedures to execute the control plane on top of CRoS Router.

Figure 12: The topology used in the first set of simulations with three paths
from consumer to producer: A-B-C-D, A-E-F-C-D, and A-G-H-I-C-D. The
path distance increases after failures 1 and 2.

(a) Data delivery efficiency. (b) Controller received interests.

Figure 13: a) The data delivery efficiency, b - top graph) the rate of interests re-
ceived by the controller for the Controller Discovery procedure, and b - bottom
graph) the rate of interests received by the controller for the Router Registration
procedure, for Figure 12 topology and for consumer rates of 10, 100, and 1000
interests per second.

(a) FIB size 15. (b) Consumed prefixes 11.

(c) Controller received interests in
a).

(d) Controller received interests in
b).

Figure 14: The number of prefixes and the FIB size simulations for Figure 12
network. a) The data delivery efficiency for 5, 10, and 20 simultaneous con-
sumed prefixes and for FIB size of 15. b) The data delivery efficiency in a link
failure/recovery event for 5, 10, and 20 FIB sizes and for 11 simultaneous con-
sumed prefixes; Link B-C fails at 1000 seconds and recovers at 2000 seconds;
The FIB entry replacement updates the data plane with the recovered link route
at 2000 seconds. c) and d) The rate of interests received by the controller for
the Route Request procedure of simulations a) and b), respectively.
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sumer interests (10, 100, and 1000 per second), the closer is the
data delivery efficiency to the optimum value 1/d (0.14, 0.19,
and 0.20 before link failures), where d is the consumer to pro-
ducer distance (5 hops before link failure). Furthermore, the
simulation confirms the data delivery efficiency (0.20, 0.17, and
0.14 for 1000 consumer interests per second) is equal to 1/d
(5, 6, and 7 hops) for the highest considered consumer inter-
est rate and the efficiency decreases with lower consumer rates
closer to Hello rate of 0.1 interests/s . Moreover, the simula-
tion demonstrates the controller receives interests for Controller
Discovery and Router Registration procedures only upon topol-
ogy changes and, thus, these procedures show a low communi-
cation overhead. In addition, routers employ equal interests for
the Controller Discovery procedure and, then, these interests
are aggregated. The Router Registration interests are not ag-
gregated because each router employs different interest names
and, then, the Router Registration procedure shows a ten times
higher interest rate received by the controller at start up.

Figure 14a presents the reduction of the FIB memory re-
quirement from the number of published prefixes to the number
of simultaneous consumed prefixes. CRoS router reduces FIB
memory requirement because it adds new routes replacing the
oldest added FIB entries. The simulation demonstrates that the
data delivery efficiency does not decrease with the number of
published prefixes for FIB sizes higher than the number of si-
multaneous consumed prefixes. Moreover, the result shows that
CRoS correctly operates under insufficient FIB memory for si-
multaneous consumed prefixes, but the data delivery efficiency
decreases proportionally to the rate of route requests to con-
troller, Figure 14c. It is worth to note that when the consumer-
controller path increases, then the round trip delay for route
requests also increases and, therefore, the rate of route requests
decreases due to interest aggregation.

CRoS avoids frequent proactive FIB-updates of routers, and,
then reduces the router-controller control-message overhead. It
restricts the control messages to the number of unknown prefix
of the requested data. Not all topology changes or content mo-
bility require path updates. Actually, only the faults, identified
by interest/data unbalance, that break the path from consumer
to content requires path updates. Whenever a path breaks, the
PIT entry expires, the router removes the respective FIB entry,
and then the router requests a new route to the controller and up-
dates its local forwarding information. Figure 14b presents the
efficient separation of data and control planes. The simulation
shows that when B-C link fails at 1000 seconds, the consumer
to producer path increases one hop and the data delivery effi-
ciency decreases proportionally. Afterwards, B-C link recovers
at 2000 seconds, and then data delivery efficiency does not re-
cover to the original value for FIB size higher than the number
of simultaneous consumed prefixes. The simulation demon-
strates that routers do not update their forwarding rules upon
topology changes that do not break working paths. The ap-
proach avoids the proactive update of routers forwarding rules
with the controller network view. Moreover, it is worth to note
in Figures 14d that the route request rate does not change af-
ter link recovery because the consumer-controller path is not
updated.

(a) Hello rate. (b) Content mobility.

Figure 15: The Hello interest rate and the content mobility simulations for Fig-
ure 12 network. a) The convergence delay in link failure event does not change
with the Hello interest rate (0.05, 0.10, and 0.20 interests/s) due to route-install
detection of connectivity failure. b) Route installation with a single route-
request to controller per prefix and the data delivery efficiency for a mobile
producer with 3 prefixes; The producer starts connected to router D and moves
to router F at 50 seconds.

We evaluate the convergence delay of the proposed routing
scheme. The Hello interest rate defines the detection latency of
a link up/down change. Thus, the higher is the Hello interest
rate, the lower is the latency of link change detection. On the
other hand, the interest/data balance of Route Installation pro-
cedure accelerates the detection of connectivity failure between
nodes in consumer to producer path and, then, this balance re-
moves the delay dependency on the Hello procedure.

Figure 15a presents the convergence delay and the data de-
livery efficiency after a link failure for the Hello rate of 0.05,
0.10, and 0.20 Interests/s. The simulation shows the conver-
gence delay does not change with the Hello rate due to route-
install detection of connectivity failure. The data delivery effi-
ciency does not show significant change with Hello rate in this
setting. Moreover, B-C link fails at 100 seconds, the failure
adds one hop on consumer to producer distance, and reduces
0.03 on the data delivery efficiency, from a maximum of 0.20
before Failure 1 to 0.17 afterwards.

The scheme avoids a request of route from each router to the
controller. Figure 15b presents the Route Installation with a
single route-request to controller per prefix, thus reducing the
control message overhead. Producer node starts connected to
router D and publishes 3 prefixes, them the producer moves to
router F at 50 seconds. The simulation demonstrates that i) at
start up, the controller receives 3 route requests, 1 per prefix,
and ii) after producer mobility, producer registers the new data
location and the controller receives 3 additional route requests.
CRoS router reactively removes the failed routes pointing to the
producer old location on PIT entry time-expiration and sends a
new route request to controller upon a new consumer request
for content. The number of route requests received by the con-
troller does not change with the number of routers in consumer-
producer path. Thus, for a single route request to controller, the
controller replies with the data carrying the end-to-end path.
Then, each router informs the new route to the next router on
the path.

In the sequence, we present the second set of simulations
that extends the evaluation to other topologies. Figure 16
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Figure 16: Comparative simulation for distinct network topologies. The net-
work mean distance (top graph) for every combination of node pairs in each
network: 2.60, 3.25, 5.51, 5.57, and 5.26 hops. The number of links (mid-
dle graph): 4, 12, 366, 350, and 731 links. The data delivery efficiency (bottom
graph) for consumer, producer, and controller placed at random positions: 0.39,
0.35, 0.18, 0.18, and 0.12. The efficiency halves (−48%) when the consumer-
producer distance doubles and the efficiency reduces less (−29%) when the
number of links doubles.

presents the data delivery efficiency in five different topologies,
the topology in Figure 12 and four realistic network topologies.
The four ISP-like topologies are based on the largest connected
component of Rocketfuel’s VSNL, Ebone, Tiscali, and Telstra
topologies, which corresponds to 5, 163, 191, and 279 nodes in
Figure 16 [29, 30]. We choose the topologies forming pairs with
similar number of nodes, similar number of links, and similar
mean distances to compare the effect of these parameters. We
place at random positions the consumer, the producer, and the
controller nodes in each simulation round. In the worst case, the
consumer-producer distance is the network diameter. The mean
distance, top graph, considers every combination of node pairs.
The middle graph shows the number of links of the network.
The bottom graph shows the data delivery efficiency and the ef-
ficiency is close to the inverse of the mean distance. The results
demonstrate that for a fixed consumer interest rate, the higher is
the number of links, the higher is the number of Hello interests,
and the lower is the data delivery efficiency. Thus, the scheme
presents a robust efficiency, does not decrease, when the con-
sumer interest rate grows with additional throughput of more
links. Therefore, the scheme scales well for a controller with
enough resources. Furthermore, we envision that consumers
can identify the distance to content, cache copies, and coopera-
tively register the copy location in the controller. Thus, the co-
operation for specific contents potentially reduces the distance
for new consumers and, this increases the data delivery effi-
ciency for these contents with no cache in routers on the path to
producer. This motives an incrementally deployable approach
for content producers irrespective of cache capacity in network
routers.

In the next simulation, Figure 17, we want to show the impli-

(a) Data delivery efficiency for
Telstra topology.

(b) Controller received interests
for Telstra topology.

(c) Data delivery efficiency for
Ebone topology.

(d) Controller received interests
for Ebone topology.

Figure 17: The data delivery efficiency, a) and c), and the rate of interests re-
ceived by the controller in Route Request procedure, b) and d), for a growing
interest rate and an increasing number of simultaneously consumed prefixes. A
new consumer starts every 5 seconds and each consumer sends 1 interests/s for
a distinct prefix. FIB bound arrows indicate when the number of simulatenously
requested prefixes exceeds the FIB size capacity.

cations of unbalanced FIB memory capacity, link capacity, and
amount of simultaneously consumed prefixes. We observe that
the efficiency decreases due to recurrent route requests when
the number of simultaneously consumed prefixes exceeds the
FIB memory capacity. The early replacement of FIB entries
causes the recurrent route requests in this scenario. Further-
more, the rate of route requests increases linearly with the rate
of interests for prefixes without FIB entries up to link conges-
tion and, afterwards, the efficiency decreases additionally due
to interest retransmission caused by packet drop. It is worth
to note that FIB entry removal erases all associated PIT entries
and, therefore, the efficiency also decreases due to data packet
drop when the FIB size is too small to store prefixes for time
enough to receive producer data. The simulations employ Tel-
stra and Ebone topologies with 279 and 163 nodes respectively,
a growing rate of simultaneously consumed prefixes, and an
increasing rate of consumer interests. A new consumer starts
every 5 seconds and each consumer sends 1 interests/s for a
distinct prefix. It is worth to note that simulated consumers do
not employ flow control to adapt the interest rate to response
failures and, therefore, the growing rate of interests exacerbates
the efficiency decrease.

In the last simulation, Figure 18, we show the data delivery
efficiency robustness with producer mobility and with the num-
ber of consumers. Whenever the producer moves, it starts the
Register Named-Data procedure in order to inform its new lo-
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(a) Telstra topology, 3 consumers,
and 20 interest/s per consumer.

(b) Telstra topology, 30 con-
sumers, and 2 interest/s per con-
sumer.

(c) Ebone topology, 3 consumers,
and 20 interest/s per consumer.

(d) Ebone topology, 30 con-
sumers, and 2 interest/s per con-
sumer.

Figure 18: The data delivery efficiency for a growing rate of producer moves,
distinct topologies, aggregated rate of 60 consumer interests/s, and 10 times
variation in the number of consumers.

calization. Moreover, consumer interests to old location expires
and the Route Request procedure also starts. The higher is the
rate of producer moves, the lower is the efficiency due to addi-
tional interests for these procedures. Furthermore, the higher is
the number of consumers for a moving producer, the higher is
amount of route requests due to producer moves. However, the
efficiency improves with the number of consumers requesting
equal content due to cache and interest aggregation. Therefore,
our scheme shows a robust efficiency with content producer mo-
bility and it avoids the consumption of router memory with pre-
fixes in FIB for content that are not momently requested. The
simulation employs 3 (30) consumers to request data with rate
of 20 (2) interests per second in Figures 18a and 18c (18b and
18d), and a single producer to reply data packets. The producer
moves with rates 0.01, 0.05, and 0.25 movements per second.
We chose the simulation parameters in order to exhibit a ref-
erence efficiency behavior due to 10 times variation window in
both the ratio of consumer interests and producer moves, and
the ratio of consumers and producer moves. Finally, we ar-
gue that our scheme can be integrated with the depot approach
described by Zhang et al. [31]. The depot server intermediates
consumer and producer communication and it keeps an updated
route to producer avoiding that consumers have to request new
routes when producer moves.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed the Controller-based Routing
Scheme (CRoS) for Named-Data Networking (NDN). The pro-
posed scheme is composed of two phases: the Bootstrap phase,
which monitors the nodes and assures the knowledge of the
global network topology and the Named-Data Routing phase,
which guarantees the localization and access to the requested
content. This scheme natively splits content identity from con-
tent localization and, therefore, the independency of data names
and data locations enables content mobility.

We define specific names and specific procedures for routers
and controller efficient communication over NDN. Therefore,
CRoS preserves NDN features keeping the named-data packet-
forwarding scheme of NDN. In other words, unlike OpenFlow-
based solutions, our proposal removes the dependency on IP for
a consolidated control plane.

The proposed scheme automates the configuration of routers
and controller and, thus, it avoids manual provisioning of net-
work routers. The autonomous discovery/configuration oper-
ates correctly at start up, after topology changes, and on data
mobility. Additionally, CRoS reduces the routers-controller
communication overhead by i) coding routing information
on content names, ii) reactively updating the controller upon
routers local information change, iii) avoiding the replications
of routing information from controller to routers, iv) installing a
new end-to-end route on all routers in consumer-producer path
with a single route request to controller, and v) restricting the
interest flooding.

The efficient procedure for communication of routers and
controller removes invalid routes upon no-response interest
time-expiration and requests new routes to controller. Addi-
tionally, the route requester router instructs the content path
routers to add the new route. Furthermore, the controller only
receives interests for the update of control plane upon topol-
ogy changes or data mobility. Therefore, the scheme efficiency
is close to optimum for scenarios with sufficient FIB memory
for simultaneous consumed prefixes and with consumer inter-
est rate higher than the hello rate, the rate of topology changes
and the rate of data mobility. In addition, CRoS shows robust
efficiency when the topology grows and the consumer interest
rate increases proportionally, thus, the scheme scales well for a
controller with enough resources.

CRoS reduces the routers FIB memory requirement by stor-
ing only the lastly added forwarding rules. Furthermore, the
scheme correctly operates under insufficient FIB memory for si-
multaneous consumed prefixes, but the data delivery efficiency
decreases proportionally to the rate of route requests to con-
troller. Moreover, the scheme ensures a valid working path
from consumer to producer, but it does no assure the shortest
path.

The scheme shows stable convergence delay after network
changes for different Hello interest rates. This is a consequence
of the route-install procedure that detects the connectivity fail-
ure in consumer to producer path. Furthermore, the consumer
to producer distance has a major influence on the data delivery
efficiency compared to other parameters.
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For future work, we will extend the simulations includ-
ing scenarios with multiple controllers, compare with related
routing approaches, and explore the cooperation of caching
and routing using the controller. Also, we will test it using
CCNx [32] distribution in Future Internet Testbed with Secu-
rity (FITS) [18].
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